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MASSAGE THERAPY CANADA 
BUSINESS FORUM 

 September 2015 
 

Jonathan Maister 
Bach. Soc Sci (Uni.of Cape Town) CAT(C) RMT SMT(C)  

Athletic Therapist, Massage Therapist,  
Sport Massage Therapist 
www.JonathanMaister.com 

Speciality Designation: 

Has it opened up new opportunities? 
 
Has it expanded my practice? 
 
Did it increase my credibility within the 
community & profession? 
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The Specialty Designation 
“Massage Therapy” not monolithic. 
 

Evolution of specialties – Pure relaxation/spa to 
Infant Massage, Pregnancy Massage, Sport 
Massage. 

 

We choose a specialty that appeals to us but also 
increases our marketability, sets us apart, 
“differentiates me”. 

 

Key to maxim of  “Why choose me over others?” 

The Specialty Designation 
Its role in: 
 

Networking 
 

Promotion 
 

Increasing client base 
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Specialty Designation: Networking 

Smaller/Closer clique' yet with National exposure 
 

“National template” superimposed / parallel to provincial 
 

Hence familiarity, cross referral with peers across the 
country 

 

Hence “Confident” referral source d/t familiarity 
 

Easy access to “events” (sport) hence incr. exposure 
 

Additional conference with like minded peers,  reinf. ties 

National Exposure.... 
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Specialty Designation: Promotion 
“Elite” status (works with National Athletes, Olympic exposure...) 
 

“Elite” status - “specialist”, skills/knowledge 
 

First “dibs” for involvement @ Major events with consequent “bragging” rights 
 in self promotion.... 
  ........“Worked with / learned from top MDs, ATs, PTs” 
 

Access to additional website exposure (CSMTA) 
 

Absence becomes a promotion tool: “She's at Sochi for the Winter Olympics!” 
 

Bragging rights for patient: “My therapist is away in Sochi!” 

 
 
 

Specialty Designation: Increasing 
Client Base 

National source of word-of-mouth referrals 
Additional Website exposure – (Inter) national 

catchment 
Fast fwding reputation nationally 
Accessing pool of like-minded clients 
Natural inter “clientele of choice” networking, 

word of mouth between like minded clients 
Natural growth from all the above  
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Specialty Designation 

Formalized credential recognizing skills & 
knowledge in a specific area of practice. 

A mechanism whereby the public can identify 
practitioners with specialized clinical skills/
education 

Clinician can specify the nature of their 
clinical practice 

             American Speech Language Association  

Specialty Designation (cont.) 

Easier identification of practitioners with a recogn. formal 
specialty 

Incr. opp to educate the public about your specialty 
Mechanism to differentiate yourself from “wannabees” 
Promotional mechanism of your specialty 
Enhanced validation, confidence, in your chosen domain 
Provision of a core standard of skill/education/competence 
Available formal credentialing 
Increased visibility through certification 

American Speech Language Association  
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Specialty Designation (cont.) 

“Evolution of a centralized network whereby 
members & consumers can identify 
professionals with the clinical specialty” 

 
 
 
 

American Speech Language Association  

May prompt response: 

Wow, that's interesting... 
You must have some interesting & useful skills... 
You must be really good if they entrust our top 

athletes with your hands... 
You must be very good with your work... 
You must have worked internationally... 
It must have involved some extra study... 
                       Enhances your “brand” 
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Pursuit of Higher Learning 

Increase: 
Knowledge base 
Skill set 
Self satisfaction 
Added course credentials/RESUME 
Stay current 
CEUs 

Higher Learning with a  
Designation 

Increased skill, knowledge, satisfaction etc, 
with a recognized  “Formalized Specialty 
Designation”, possibly with national 
recognition, that supersedes credentials/
certificates from profession development 
courses. 

  Instead of “I can do......” There's the added 
value of “I am an Acupuncturist, Equine 
Massage Therapist..” 
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Specialty Designation Suggests 

Extensive additional training 
“Specialist”/Certain “Distinction” 
Identifies your skill set clearly 
Supportive official credentialing 
“Aspirational Component” in my persona 
Earned designation with a practical & written 

exam 
 

In this Instance: 
!  500 hours documented on-site expererience 

with variety of sports 
!  1st Responder course for field work 
!  At least 500 hrs of RMT experience 
!  Comprehensive written exam 
!  Comprehensive practical exam 
                                                                        www.CSMTA.ca 
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Hence as a Sp. Massage Therapist: 

!  Familiarity with injuries & treatments “Game-
day, on-site”, not just in clinic 

!  Exp. interaction with athletes, coaches, 
managers, team officials and expert groups of 
health teams 

!  Deals with various situations as the prim. & 
2dry medical personnel on duty 

!  Has exp. needed for selection to the Health 
Care Team at Major Games & competitions 

Sport Massage: Recognized by peers/
patients 

Work which is challenging yet rewarding 
Assoc. with motivated people who want to get 

better 
Hence: a “fast healing” environment 
Infers experience at premier/high level events 
Suggests knowledge/skill set with 

multidisciplinary team from across the country 
Ongoing RESUME building opportunities 
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Sport Massage: Recognized by parallel 
Clinicians 

Designation Status further enables: 
Exposure to like-minded MDs, Chiros, PTs 

(working @ premier events e.g. Pan Am) 
Nurtures reputation/trust 
Referral source! 
Employment opportunities 
Enhanced network - “You worked with my 

colleague Dr ..............” 

Additionally  ... 
Suggests an ongoing mandate to upgrade 

skills, specializing in a specific demographic 
Indicates exposure to international experience 

– x-pollination of ideas, treatments with 
foreign therapists & practitioners 

“Entrusted” with national athletes, generates 
confidence, trust, reassurance for other 
patients 

Regular access to latest information, surgeons, 
academics @ conferences 
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Versatile!! 
To describe a person that can adapt to do 

many things or serve many functions. 
                                  www.Vocabulary.com 
 
 
 
Able to change easily from one activity to 

another or able to be used for many different 
purposes. 

                                       Cambridge Dictionaries Online 

Versatile and Specialist 
Patient can access: 
Therapist with wide skill set/knowledge 
Generalist RMT yet also an “Acknowledged 

Specialist” - a large proportion of RMT 
consultations are orthopaedic 

Inspires confidence/trust 
Recognized multifaceted professional 

“persona” in a profession sometimes 
considered “out there, left field”. 
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“Leverage to Market” 
As of August 2015 there are: 
 

1250 Athletic Therapists in Canada, 570 in 
Ontario [CATA] 

11 902  RMTs in Ontario  [CMTO] 

8243 Physiotherapists in Ontario  [CPO] 

4784 Chiropractors in Ontario   [CCO] 

26 Certified Sport MTs in Canada. 13 in 
Ontario   [CSMTA] 

                  “Rare commodity” 
 

            
 
 
 
 
 

“Leverage to Market” 
Extrapolate the scenario:  
Jane Doe is a recognized Sport Massage Therapist........She 

hears firsthand & early on that the PanAm Games are 
pending & needs medical coverage.......She applies & is 
given “Medical Lead” status......At the games she 
reconnects with others she knows, knows of, or has similar 
interests with......Her professional circle & reputation has 
expanded via regular email communication & word of 
mouth & direct contact.....She has networked, done self 
promotion of the best & most professional kind & 
potentially expanded her clientbase via cross referral. 
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Networking Equivalency.. 

You are present at a Business Forum 
My assumption is you are NOT ignoring your 

peers 
You are introducing yourselves, poss. exch. 

cards, determining geographic whereabouts 
Mutual recognition of interest in increasing 

business not just by hearing speakers, but by 
expanding network! 

I tend to shun! 

The Corporate world. 
It's a foreign entity to me 
I don't like wearing suit 
But I am a business person as much as I am a 

clinician. I have no choice! 
I am more naturally a clinician, but have 

nurtured the businessman in me 
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Networking...... 

Where are you located? 
Do you have a speciality? 
What is a good referral? 
 
Aside from my “speciality” 

designation ....hence, I am a “giver”, a team 
player, someone worth having a professional 
relationship with. 
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Community Aspect: 
As a Sport MT it's a natural fit for local team 

opportunities. BUT excellent mkting tool 
regardless!! 

Earn some extra $ 
Yet promote your name / skills on-site 
In-person contact with potential patients, family, 

friends 
Become a go-to person for informal queries – 

grow trust & comfort level which will lead to 
formal consultations  

“Intangibles” 

Much like committee work: my designation 
keeps me involved. It keeps me beyond the 
possible isolation of my clinic or spa (burn 
out?). It`s an ongoing reminder of a big 
picture in which I am integrally a player, 
making a difference, sometimes meeting 
high level sport personalities, (possibly 
treating them) & generating that “Wow, you 
have done some neat stuff” effect. 
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 Samoan National Rugby Team 
                           
 
 
 
                               Hanging with “Cujo” 
 
 
 

            
              

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

       Schmoozing with Darryl Sittler 
 
 
 
 
              Working with soccer in Israel 

Speciality Designation: 

Has it opened up new opportunities? 
                                  Most definitely! 
Has it expanded my practice? 
                                 Without a doubt!! 
Did it increase my credibility within the 
community & profession? 
         The fact that I am speaking here today... 
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My Speciality Designation: 

Particularly enjoyable profession 
Fun, rarely have to “work”, esp. on-site / 

game day even if it's very physical, long 
hours 

Always something to look forward to 
Made many wonderful friends 
Patients sense my enthusiasm 

In my Instance: 

Spin off of being associated with & 
recognized as & a professional in the Sport 
Massage domain. Hence having a number of 
writing & speaking opportunities (skills one 
has the opportunity of nurturing) & in turn 
which facilitate one's professional profile. If 
you wish to foster your personal brand, 
having a “Recognized Specialty” is an 
advantage. 
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Choose a Specialty Designation 

Mainly because that domain RESONATES 
with you, it inspires PASSION, 
FULFILLMENT in your work 

2ndry to that, you derive the “marketing” 
benefits 

 
Otherwise futile.... 

Sincere thanks to the following for their 
assistance, suggestions and recommendations 

Jeanette Dobmeier RMT, Sport Massage Therapist, Vancouver, BC 
Aurel Hamran, RMT, Sport Massage Therapist, Edmonton AB 
Michael Grafstein, Athletic Therapist, RMT, Sport Massage Therapist, On 
Frank Manzo, RMT, Sport Massage Therapist, Thornhill, On 
Trish Schiedel, RMT, Sport Massage Therapist. CSMTA President, BC 


